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Cover Picture: The Stayman Winesap apple is easily injured by poor 
soil drainage. This tree was severely retarded by waterlogging the soil 
for five weeks during bloom and early leaf expansion. 
SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EXCESS SOIL MOISTURE 
ON ST AYMAN WINESAP APPLE TREES 
SUMMARY 
by 
Norman F. Childers' and David G. White 
There are 1.pot5 in most commercial orchards where soil drainage is 
not good, particularly idlowing the winter snows and 5pring rains. 
Sometime5 entire orchards are located on poorly drained land where the 
~>oil becomes more or les~ saturated with water at the critical time oJ 
blos~oming and leaf expansion. Eventually the water recedes and the 
~oil will appear to be properly drained for the balance of lhe sea&on. 
Under conditions of extended waterlogging, the trees may be killed 
outright, whereas temporaty waterlogging in the spring may be repeated 
lor several years before the trees begin to show clear-cut symptoms ol 
poor drainage. Such factors as variety, soil type, length of period oJ 
root submersion, and climatic conditions are interrelated in detennin-
ing how soon the effects of waterlogging become visible. 
Under conditions of excess soil moisture, water occupies practically 
the entire pore space which ordinarily contains about half air and hall 
wate1. Due to little or no oxygen supply, the roots are unable to carry 
on this usual rate of respiration. After several days or weeks of water· 
logging, the roots lose their capacity to absorb and translocate sufficient 
water and mineral nutrients to the tree top for proper leaf fum.tioning 
and good growth. Generally, it is necessary to observe the soil drainage 
conditions during and immediately after heavy rains in order to 
properly diagnose symptoms which devdop later. Symptoms of excess 
soil moisture usually begin to appear in early or midsummer and often 
resemble those caused by nitrogen andjor water deficiency. The 
yellowish-green leaves may show some marginal and tip burning; they 
are small and abscise early; shoot growth is weak and ceases elongation 
early in the season; the bark has a light green or yellowish cast; the 
overall foliage appears thin both in thickness and number of leaves; 
blossoming is usually heavy, followed by a light fruit set; and the fruits 
are small with somewhat high colot, dropping early. The trees may linger 
in a weak condition for several years, or they may be weakened to such 
an extent that they die at an early age. Weak trees are a liability. 
Experiments described in the foresec.tion of this bulletin deal with 
the effects of submerging the roots of potted young apple trees on their 
rates of transpiration, apparent photosynthesis, and in some cases, 
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apparent respiration. Although some tests were made outside the green-
hou~e, the studies for the most part were performed under con trolled 
conditions. ln several experiments, the determinations were continued 
after the excess water had been drained from the soil in order to deter-
FIGURE I.-Outside view o( controlled-environment chamber used in 
root submet·sion studies. Photo shows entrance door at the 
left, light loft above, Heinicke-HolTman photosynthesis ap· 
paratus in the center, switch boxes and relays to the right, 
and hot air exhaust from battet·y of lights at upper right. 
mine hm1 won, il ever, the leave-. recover in activity. The-.e experiment' 
repm ted in pal t or in detail ebe1d1ere (5, 6, 22) arc '>ummari1ed here and 
combined wrth data tm onhard nee' to gtve a mme complete picture oJ 
the effects of poor wil drainage on the Stayman Wine&ap apple. The 
Stayman vVine&ap was &elected became it is commercially important in 
Ohio and abo becau~e it appean to be easily damaged by execs., wil 
moi~ture. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Comparatively lew studie& have dealt with the effects of ~ubmerging 
the root& ol plants on the phsy&iology of the leaves. Heinicke ( 12) &tudied 
the effects of submerging the roots of potted l\Icintosh trees at different 
seawn& of the yea1. He concluded that apple rooti> can be <;ubmerged 
from late fall beiore the ground is iroten to late spring after the ground 
is thawed without causing apparent inJury to the tree. He states, "H the 
water is drained from the trees beiore there is any appreciable growth, 
there seems to be no ill effects irom the treatment. On the other hand, 
if there is any !eat surface present while the roots are still submerged 
in water, there is likely to be severe damage, provided the tlees remain 
in water lor more than two weeks and also provided they are exposed 
to high temperature or other condttions which came exces'live transpira-
tion". Roots injured by submergence were black in color and had but 
few rootlets. Leaves were small, light green, and with yellow-br0wned 
margins. Injury to leaves of submerged trees was most severe on hot days. 
Loustalot (19) demonstrated the influence ol waterlogging the roots 
on apparent photosynthesis and transpiration of young pecan trees. 
Seedlings were grown in 5-gallon crocks filled with coarse sand and sup-
plied with nutrient solution. Another group of seedlings were grown 
in crocks in soil. Analyses were made with the Heinicke-Roffman 
apparatus (14) similar to that described later. Roots of test trees were 
~ubmerged with either a nutrient solution or tap water and within five 
days there was a substantial reduction in apparent photosynthesis. 
Reductions were greater in afternoons than in mornings. Photosynthesis 
ol leaves of a flooded pecan tree in sand was reduced to a low of 11 
percent of its expected rate after 3! days of submergence, whereas 
apparent photosynthesis ot a tree in soil stopped after 20 days of 
flooding. When excess water was drained, there was a gradual increase 
in the rate of apparent photosynthesis oi both trees and after 12 to 13 
days the rates were at their expected pretreatment level. Trampiration 
rates increased as much as 25 percent above their pretreatment level 4. 
to 5 days after flooding the trees in sand. Transpiration rates thereafter 
decreased to about hall the expected utes until the excess water was 
drained when there was a gradual recovery. About 12 days after remov-
ing excess water, transpiration r<ltes were again at their expected pre-
treatment level. 
Heinicke, Boynton, and Reuther ( 13) flooded a mature Northeru 
Spy tree at Ithaca, New York irom A.ugust 25 to November H, 19~\~. and 
irom April 15 to Augmt 11, 1959. Leal curling. incipient marginal 
bro·wning oi the leave~. and cork development in the lruit tissue~ we1c 
apparent during the 1939 seawn. Some foliage turned yellow, browned 
and dropped. Small rootlets were killed and the large roots developed 
dark colored marks. Floodir'g caused a reduction in percentage oJ a~h 
in the dry matter and a reduction in the percentage ot boron, potassium, 
and nitrogen in the leaves. This work ;hawed that the under flooded 
conditions, deficiencies ol. nutrients in an apple tree may be accentuated 
in spite of the fact that the elements arc present in the soil. 11 the soil 
is waterlogged and the oxygen is unusually low, nutrients are evidently 
absorbed in much smaller quantitic>s. These conclusiom are in accord 
with tho~e o[ Hoagland and Broyer (16) who reported that les, ash wa~ 
absorbed [rom poorly aerated culture solution. 
Numerous studies have been conducted on the effects on growth ol 
various degrees oi aeration of the roots of many different plants (2, 7, 8, 
10, 17), but no attempt will be made here to give a complete review ol 
these studies. Two recent experiments, however, are closely related to 
the work reported here. DeVilliers (10) grew l\Idntosh apple seedling'> 
~ j! 
I 
FIGURE 2.-Diagrom of environment-control chamber (left), and Heinicke-Hoffman 
photosynthesis apparatus (center right) used to determine the rates of 
apparent photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration of potted apple 
trees (see accompanying key to diagram and Figure 1). 
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with roots in various concentrations of oxygen. Low oxygen supply to 
the roots resulted in reductions of root growth, leaf area, total weight 
of the plant, and percent of ash. Childs (7) ~tudied the influence of 
oxygen and carbon dioxide supply to the roots on apparent photo-
synthesis and transpiration of young :t-.Iclntosh and Delicious apple 
trees growing in a sandy loam soil. Growth of the trees was retarded 
when the soil air was maintained with slightly less than 12 percent 
oxygen. However, the rates of apparent photosynthesis and transpira-
tion did not decrease until the oxygen was less than 2 percent, below 
which both processes showed marked d~creases. Apparently the concen-
tration of carbon dioxide in the soil air had no measurable effect under 
the conditions described by Childs. 
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EFFECTS OF EXCESS SOIL MOISTURE ON I'OTTED APPLE TREES 
Methods and Materials 
The apple shoot~ med in these experiment~ were grown from 2- and 
3-)Car stoch grafted on French Crab roots. The terminal buds had set 
on all trees by the time the experiment~ were initiated, with the excep-
tion ot the shoots used in Experiment VI. The young trees were grown 
in 5-gallon crocks or slightly larger wooden butter tubs in the green-
house. A Brookston clay loam topwil taken from the Ohio State Uni-
versity orchard was used for potting. No attempt wa5 made in these 
experiments to correlate the soil type with the effects of root submer-
gence. The term "excess water" as med here infers that water constantly 
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FIGURE 3.-Experiment I was performed in the environment-control chamber; Ex-
periment II was out-of-doors, using leaf cups in both cases. Data are 
presented as percentage of expected rate before and after excess water 
was added to the soil. The drop in apparent photosynthesis and trans· 
piration due to root submersion was more rapid out-of-doors than in the 
the environment-control chamber. 
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:FIGURE 4.-Experiment III, performed out-of-doors during the cool autumn season, 
using leaf cups. Reductions in transpiration and apparent photosynthesis 
after root submersion was similar for Trees A, B, and C. 
stood above the soil surlace. Check trees were watered daily or once 
every two days in order to maintain a favorable moisture supply in the 
soil. The Heinicke-Roffman apparatus (tl, 14) was employed for measur-
ing the rates or transpiration and apparent photosynthesis or respiration. 
(Fig. l ). Leal cups were used in all test& except Experiment VI where 
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FIGURE 5.-Experiment IV was performed in the environment-control chamber (leaf cups 
were used). Trees A and B were subjected to elll.cess soil moisture for 18 days, 
after which water was drained. Leaf activity of Tree A was affected more during 
and after submersion of the roots than Tree B. See Figure 9 for stomatal be· 
havior of these trees. 
Pliofilm hoods were employed over entire shoots. Each determination 
lasted for a period of 20! hours. 
Four series of experiments were performed in the environment· 
control chamber (4) (Fig. 2) on a total of ten trees, and two series were 
periormed outside the greenhouse on a total of five trees. Temperature in 
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the d1amhcr \\a'> held nc;ul) comtant at leveh ol 80° and 85' F. The 
\ apor p1 c..,..,ure wa.., automatic all) maintained at Hi mm. of mere ury, and 
light aH.:I aged between 5000 and 2000 loot candle., at the surface ol the 
lea\ e~. dependin;~ upon their di.,tance irom the battery oi lights. 
The temperature and relative humidity tor the experiment~ con-
duLLed out'>idc the greenhomc were ave1aged lrom th1ee mea.,urements 
at the beginning, middle, and end ol each determination. A sling pr,ycho-
meter wa& med to determine the dew point which wa~ then converted to 
\apor ple.,&ure by me o1 p.,ychrometic table& (20). Average loot candle& 
ol light out&icle wa~ calculated irom the record~ of a l\Iicromax con-
tinuou~ light recorder connected with a photoelectric cell in the imme· 
diate vicinity oi the test trees. 
Method of Data Caculation. The percentage oi expected rate ol 
apparent photo&ynthe&i& ·wa& calculated a& lollow&: The average milli· 
gram& ol carbon diox1de ab~orbed by the proposed te&t leaves was eli· 
'ided by the average milligrams absorbed by the proposed check leave&. 
The quotients multiplied by 100 expre~sed the percentages relatiomhip 
between test and check leaves before treatment. The average of these 
percentages lound belore the treatment began was then considered as 100 
percent, or, in other words, this was the rate which the propo&ed test 
leaves would be expected to maintain il they were not affected by treat-
ment. Thereafter, the percentage relationships between check and test 
trees wue divided by the average percent relationship ol the pretreat· 
ment period and multiplied by 100. These products are plotted as per· 
centage& oi expected rates lor each experiment. A typical set ol data are 
pre&ented in Table 1. Apparent respiration and transpiration were calcu· 
lated in a similar manner. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Appment Photosynthesis, Respiration, ani! Tmnspiration. It is ap· 
parent irom Figures 3 to 8, inclusive, that submersion of the roots in 
water caused reductions in apparent photosynthesis and transpiration 
within 2 to 29 days, mually within 2 to i days after submersion. In some 
case&, the rates ol transpiration and apparent photosynthesis became &o 
small with continuous root submersion that they could not be measured 
with the apparatus employed. When excess water was drained from the 
soil alter a period ol submersion, transpiration and apparent photo-
synthesis ot the leaves ol some trees recovered to approximately their 
pretreatment rates within a period of about a week, whereas other trees 
showed little or no recovery. The ability of a tree to recover after water-
logging treatment is no doubt dependent upon the initial vigor and 
characte1 ot growth, the length ol the submersion period, as well as 
upon the climatic conditions to which the tree is subjected during the 
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submersion period. Certainly, temperature is an ill1portant !actor 
influencing injury to a tree by root wbmersion. With other climatic 
conditions lavorable, the higher the temperature, the quicker and the 
more severe the damage to the tree. 
In these tests, it was not po&sible to show a correlation between sto-
matal activity during the day and the reduced rate of photosynthesi~ 
due to root submer~ion. Where the effect of root submersion on upper 
young leaves and middle matme leaves of apple shoots was studied 
(Fig. 6), there was some indicaticn that the apparent photosynthesis of 
the upper leaves was affected somewhat more than that of the middle 
leaves: transpiration of the upper and middle leaves seemed to be 
affected to about the same degree. 
In a study of the effects of root wbmersion on apparent respiration 
and transpiration of apple leaves in the dark, it was evident that root 
submersion caused an increase in apparent respiration and a decrea&e 
in transpiration (Fig. 7). This increase in carbon dioxide emitted by 
the leaves as a result of root submersion helps to explain to some extent 
the reduced rate of appa1ent photosynthesis of the same leaves in light. 
When the temperature of these leaves was measured with thermocouples, 
there appeared to be no di:flerence in the temperature of leaves of trees 
which were submerged and those which were watered in the usual 
manner. 
By comparing the graphs in Figure 8, it is evident that the rate of 
leaf development near the tip of a shoot is affected somewhat sooner 
than the apparent rate of photosynthesis of these same leaves. The con-
dition of the check and test plants at the end oi this experiment is shown 
in Figure 9. 
Tree Symptoms of Excess Soil Moisture. Basal leaves of submerged 
plants showed the effects oi excess soil moisture first. These leaves turned 
yellow or brown and abscised. In some cases, light green areas developed 
between the leaf veins, and the foliage wilted and drooped at the distal 
ends of the petioles. In case of the three trees subjected to the outside 
cool autumn temperatures, as prc&ented in Figure 4, there was a greater 
development of the anthocyanin pigments in the leaves of the submerged 
trees. With other trees placed outside the greenhouse in July, marginal 
leaf burning occurred within 8 days after submerging, apparently be-
cause of the high temperatures. The data for these trees is shown in 
Figure 3. The leaf blades in this experiment curled upward at the mar-
gins on the upper leaves, but the leaves did not droop. The symptoms 
of leaf injury which appeared were similar to those described by Hein-
icke, Boynton, and Reuther (13) for a flooded orchard tree. 
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TABLE I.-The Average Rates of Apparent Photosynthesis and Transpiration of Potted Stayman Winesap Shoots in an Etwironment-
control Chamber. Roots of the Test Tree Were Submerged on June 23, 1940. 
Experiment I 
---~~-~~--
-- -------------
Date Apparent Photosynthesis Transpiration 
Carbon dioxide I Daily relation Percentage of \·Vater transpired I '] . i Petcct>tage of Da1 y relatwn I absorber! per 100 
1 of test to check 
average per 100 
of test to check average 
sq. em. per hour expect~d rate sq. em. rer hour 1 expected late 
1940 
I check I I I 
A c E G 
test Bx 100 ll2" X 100 test check ~x 100 ~--x 100 1' 106~ 1-------- ---- ----
'\_ B I c D E I F G I H ' I mgr. mgr. I percent I percent gm. grn. percent percent 
-------- -- - ---------
L 
Average (ll2") (I 06*) 
June 23 Roots of test tree A submerged 
June 24 22.48 21.16 106 9.) 2.63 
I 
3.0.) 86 8! 
25 24.50 21.25 115 103 2.59 3.0!1 84 79 
26 27.09 26.35 103 92 2.98 I 3.24 92 87 
28 24.57 26.19 94 84 2.84 
I 
2.98 9!1 90 
30 19.33 20.20 96 86 2.87 3.06 94 WJ 
July 2 HUl 17.00 95 ll5 3.00 3.36 89 ~-i 
4 18.63 20.40 91 81 2.38 2.68 89 8! 
7 17 29 17.17 101 90 2.67 3.28 81 76 
lO 15.45 20.25 76 68 2.72 3.62 75 71 
16 10.37 14.26 73 1).5 2.ll I 3.02 70 66 23 14.87 16.59 90 I 80 2.17 I 3.24 67 (i3 
---~----------
*Average expec.ted rate before beginning treatment. 
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FIGURE 6.-Eifect of root submersion on transpiration and apparent photosynthesis 
of young upper and middle mature set of leaves on !-year tree in Ex-
periment V (leaf cups were used; see Figure 2). 
Root Growth. Root growth of apple seedlings planted in glass-sided 
boxes was studied both for trees with roots submerged and those to 
which water was added regularly but not in excess. Results are based on 
the linear growth of over 300 visible roots appearing against the glass 
oides. Submersion of the roots under these conditions inhibited the ior-
mation of new roots, but did not cause an immediate reduction in the 
linear growth of roots already present. These rewlts are in agreement 
with those of Boynton (3) who concluded that a higher level of oxygen 
may be necessary for the production of new rootlets than Jor the main-
tenance of existing roots. Apple rootlets under normal conditions in 
studies reported here grew from 2 to 4 mm. a day and occasionally l em.: 
they lived only about one week (Fig. 10). After 18 days of submersion, 
all visible roots against the glass sides were dead. The free water was 
drained from the soil and within eight days after drainage, new root 
tips were evident close to the soil surface, and within two weeks, new 
root tips were apparent at all soil depths. 
Root RespiTation Studies. ln connection with root <;ubmersion 
studies, it was deemed of interest to know how the respiration rate of 
roots responded to root submersion or to treatments resembling sub-
mersion. For this study, Stayman Winesap apple trees were grown in 
5-gallon glazed stone crocks, as shown in Figure 11. Pea-size quartz gravel 
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wa~ med lor a rooting medium and a lull nlltrient ~olution (16) wa& 
pumped to the root sy~tem once a day until the te~t& began. At thi~ time, 
the top ot the crock was sealed with layers o1 chee&ecloth, quarter-inch 
galvaniled cloth, and graiting wax. By the system ~hown in Figure 12, it 
was possible to pump the nutrient solution into the crocks and to Ioree 
the air out of the crocks and into a trap bottle lrom which small air 
sample~ were withdrawn tor analy~es with a Haldane gas analy&is ap-
paratus (II). As the nutrient solution drained back into the bottle, the 
air was returned to the gravel medium. Thus, the air could be &tagnated 
by being used repeatedly by the root system lor several days. Such a 
situation might resemble poor soil drainage and poor aeration under 
field conditiom. With this equipment, it was pos&ible also to submerge 
the roots lor given periods of time in the nutrient solution, thus giving 
some idea of how the root system reacted before and after root sub-
mergence. 
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FIGURE 7.-Transpiration and apparent respiration of upper and middle set of leaves 
of a submerged and check tree for which data are given in Figure 6, 
Experiment V. Note increase in apparent respiration and decrease in 
transpiration after root submersion. 
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FIGURE 8.-(Upper chart) Transpiration, apparent photosynthesis, and (lower chart) 
increase in leaf area of young leaves on apple shoots in Experiment VI. 
Pliofilm hoods were u~ed. Root submersion checked the rate of increase 
in leaf area of young bhoot leaves before a reduction occurred in apparent 
photosynthesis and transpiration. See Figure 10 for condition of trees at 
end of experiment. 
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Figme 12, .\ and B, show typical tC'>t'> ·whe1e the <,ame air was 5Up-
plied to the root 5]'>lem 0\<"1 a period ol about a week, alter which lre~h 
air wa~ added, and the p10cedmc Jepcatccl. In Te'>t ,\, toot re;piration 
wa, not noticeably afl:ectcd until alter lour or five day'>, whcrea, in 
Tc'.t B, root respiration \'>as afl:ected within two days. 
Figure !2C &ho·wo the rcaninn ol the root ~y.,tem when it wa'> sub-
merged for a period ol four days from December 8 to 12, 19±1. ·when 
the water was drained lrom the crock and h·e'>h <~ir admitted, the rate of 
root respiration almo;,t doubled a'> in Te'>t A, but as the 5ame air was 
used over and over again, the rate ol respiration gradually dropped. 
Figure 12D i, typical c)t &everal similar tests which showed that il 
apple roots were wpplied the same air day alter day, they have the capa-
city to reduce the oxygen supply to about 1 or 2 percent and increase the 
carbon dioxide content to between 8 and 10 percent, alter ·which the 
trees begin to show the same symptoms a:,sociated with waterlogging. 
It will be noted that the rate of respiration ol the root system is 
not adversely affected when the air surrounding it is allowed to stagnate 
ove1 a period ol about a week. The capacity ol the root system to carry 
on normal reopiration, however, i& eventually retarded comiderably due 
apparently to a low oxygen supply. The buildup oi carbon dioxide 
around the root :,ystem also may have a detrimental effect on the ap-
parent respiration rate and account in part lor the reduced rate in stag-
nated air. 
EFFECT OF GROUND WATER TABLE ON ORCHARD TREES 
Methods and Materials 
The Stayman Winesap trees used in this study were growing on 
French Crab roots, and had been interplanted in the Ohio State Uni-
versity orchard in the autumn ol: 1936 with Jonathan, Golden Delicious, 
and Rome Beauty. Planting distance was 10 feet in the row and 20 feet 
between rows. The soil was Brookston clay loam with a hardpan at a 
depth of about 30 inches. The moisture equivalent of the soil varied as 
follows: Between 21.0 and 23.7 percent at 0 to 10 inches, 21.8 to 24.8 at 
10 to 20 inches, and 25.1 to 28.3 at the 20- to 30-inch depth. Four-inch 
tile had been laid in areas which were poorly drained. The trees were 
growing in sod and were fertilized with a nitrogenous fertilizer in the 
springs of 1938 and 1939. The trees received dormant and foliage sprays 
regularly until this experiment was started, after which the foliage 
sprays were applied only when necessary to control scab and red mite. 
Leaves used in the photosynthesis and transpiration studies were pro-
tected by bags during spray application. 
During the first four years in the orchard, the trees were trained to 
the modified-leader system by college classes in pruning. The five trees 
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under study, referred to as A, B, C, D, and E, were of about the same 
size, varying from the larger to the smaller in approximately the fol-
lowing order: A, E, B, D, and C. They were selected as near to one 
another as posible in orde1 to facilitate the leaf activity measurements 
FIGURE 9.-Roots of test tree on the 
left were submerged in water for 45 
days in the environment-control cham-
ber; Check tree on right was watered 
every second day. Both trees were of 
equal vigor at the outset. See figure 8 
lor comparison of transpiration, ap-
parent photosynthesis, and increase in 
leaf area of young leaves. 
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FIGURE 10.-Under lavorable soil condi-
tions, apple t·ootlets against glass-sided 
boxes (left) grew f.-om 2 to 4 mm. a 
day, occasionally I em., and died after 
about a week (note empty channel at 
right). Submersion inhibited formation 
of new rootlets but did not cause imme-
diate reduction in growth of rootlets 
already present. 
from <• centrally-located Heinicke-Roffman apparatus (Fig. 13). Flc.wer-
ing was sparse in the spring ')1 1941 when the test was initiated. 
The treatments established on ~lay ], 1941, ~ere as follows: 
Tree A-\Vater table maintainEd 10 inches below soil surface 
during growing seasons of 19'11, 1942, and 1943. 
Tree B-Check (located next to and used as a check for Tree 
A). 
TTee C-Flooded for 5 weeks from May 1 to June 8, 1941. 
Tree D-Check (located next to and usee! as a check for Trees 
C and E). 
Tree E-vVater table maintained 20 inches below soil surface 
during growing seasons of 1941, 1942, and 194 3. 
In order to maintain the desired ground-water-table conditions, the 
root system of each tree, including the checks, was encased with No. ~0 
FIGURE 11.-Equipment used for root respiration studies. (Left) Stone crock at left center is 
sealed with grafting wax in preparation for collecting air around apple roots 
and analyzing with Haldane gas analyses apparatus on left. (Right) Essentially 
same equipment with impro,·cment of a tempemture-control bath (running tap 
water varied only about I oF day and night). The drooping leaves on right tree 
is due to stagnated air around the roots and reduced root respiration. 
gauge galvanized sheet metal in a 10-foot square to a depth of 30 inches 
(Fig. 13). An impervious gray hardpan, about 6 to 10 inches thick, was 
located at 30 inches depth and served more or less as the bottom for the 
rooting compartments. lnterlocki ng slee' e joints at the· corners of each 
rooting compartment and a coat of asphalt paint were Gsed to seal the 
joints and to help preset ve the sheet metal. 
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FIGURI: 12.-rhe respiration of apple root<;. Iu tests A and B the same air was supplied to 
the toots for first few days; note reduction in respiration until fresh air was 
admitted. In test C the roots were submerged for 4 days. In test D the daily rate 
of decrease in 0 2 and increase in C02 in the air volume about the root system 
is shown. 
The water table was mamtamed at the IO-inch and 20-inch levels 
by feeding water mto five vertical 4-inch t1les whrch were sunk to a 
depth of 30 mches m each compa.rtment. The water table m each set of 
tiles was maintained by an automatrc watering system consisting of 
50-gallon barrels and pieces of garden hose, as shown m Frgures 15 and 
16. The airtight 50-gallon steel drums each had a water outlet at the 
base and an arr inlet at the top. When the water table in the tile dropped 
below the specified level, air entered the upper hose and permitted 
water to flow from the d1 um through the lower hose until the water 
level in the tile rose to the pomt where no further air could enter tht:! 
drum. The height of the water table in the tiles did not fluctuate more 
than one-half inch. Periodic tube samplmgs of the soil indicated that 
the soil water table within each compartment was close to that main-
tained m the vertrcal ules. Two or three 50-gallon drums filled twice 
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FIGURE 13.-(Above) General location of the five Stayman Winesap trees used for 
photosynthesis-transpiration studies in the field. Tree B is partially 
hidden by a Rome Beauty tree in the foreground. The shed at the right 
housed the Heinicke-Hoffman photosynthesis apparatus. Glass tube air-
sampling lines were enca1.ed in iron pipe for protection and distributed 
to each test tree. 
(Below) The root system of each test tree was confined in a 10-foot 
square area by water-tight sheet metal painted with water asphalt 
emulsion. The sheet metal was sunk to a depth of 30 inches to a hard-
pan layer. 
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evc1 y 21 hom~ we1 e gene1 <~lly 1equired to maintain a clc'>iled water 
table. The ~omce oi 1\',tter Wa'> hom an ovcthead irrigation ~y~tcm 
carrying watc1 undCl conlinuom high p1c~.,me. 
The rate., oi apparent photo~ynthe>I5 and tlampiration we1e deter-
mined with a Heinicke-Hoftman apparatm ~imila1 to that med in the 
loregoing greenhouse and environment-control experiment~. Six rqJlf' 
sentative leaves well expo'>ed to light on the easte1 n hall oi each tree 
were chosen lor ~tudy. They were located about midway on the cun cnt 
sea5on terminal shoots at a distance of about 5 ieet above ground. The 
determinations usually were staned at 8:30 a.m. on good days and in-
cluded only one test tree and one check tree on any one day. The teo,t 
leaves were enclosed in cellophane bags (H) about 3Y2 by 5 iuche5 in 
'>iLe (Fig. 15). A gla>s "Y" tube and copper lead tube were taped on 
the shoot so that the "Y" tube v·as suspended in the bag jmt beneath 
the leal blade. Glass tubing was then connected with the short copper 
tube to a quart lruit jar at the base oi the tree where air sample<; irom 
50 GAL 
OIL. DRUM 
WATE:R 
FIGURE 14.-Diagrammatic sketch of the air sampling equipment and the automatic 
watering system used to maintain a constant table within each rooting 
compartment. 
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all six leaves on a tree were mixed (Fig. 14). A single glass tube outlet 
from the quart jar Jed to the gas analysi~ apparatus in the central shed. 
Just before entering the shed, the air fwm the six leaves of each tree 
passed through a single quart jar and was distributed through G glass 
tubes attached to 6 transpiration bottles and 6 absorption towers. Thus, 
each analysis from a check or test tree had 6 replicates from which an 
average figure was computed. \IVith this system of analysis, it was possible 
to detect readily a mechanical error in any one of the 6 towers. The 
average figure for each tree was based only on figures which were in 
close agreement. 
FIGURE 15.-Ccllophane envelopes with paper clips (after Heinicke and Hoffman 14) 
were used for enclosing test leaves and collecting air samples from the 
orchard trees. Air entered ncar the leaf petiole and was sucked around 
the leaf into the "Y" glass tube located under the leaf. 
Apparent photosynthesis of the 01 chard leaves was expressed in 
milligrams of carbon dioxide absorbed per square decimeter of leaf sur-
face per hour. Transpiration was expressed as grams of water transpired 
per square decimeter of leaf surface pe1 hour. The relative coJJdition 
of the sky as to sunshine and clouds was recorded together with the 
average temperature during each 2y2-hour determination. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Apparmt Photosynthe.1is and Tmnsj)iration. The Joliage wa; be-
ginning to appear on l\lay 1, 1911, when the treatments were ~tarted. 
De tel minations oL apparent photosynthesi> and trampiration, however, 
were not initiated until June ~8 when the leave~ were lully expanded. 
The fir>t determin.ations were made with Tree A (Hl-inch water table) 
and with Tree B (check). Differences in leaf activity between the two 
trees were small throughout the 'umme1 and, i1 anything, were ~lightly 
higher for test Tree A (Fig. 16). There was a 'light decline in the rates 
of apparent photOsynthesis and transpiration during late sununer with 
a slight increase in apparent photosynthesis lor both trees during the 
cool autumn days. 
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FIGURE 16.-Apparent photosynthesis and transpiration of Trees A (10-inch water 
table) and B (check) during the summer of 1941. There were no con· 
sistent differences in leaf activities between the two trees. 
Periodic determinations of apparent photosynthesis and transpira-
tion of orchard Tree C (flooded May 1 to June 8) were begun on June 
30, together with determinations of check Tree D. By this time, the 
foliage of Tree C was obviously small and curled at the margins as a 
result of the flooding treatment. The data for th(.se trees for the 1941 
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.'>ea~on are giYen in Figure 17. Rates ol apparent photosynthesi~ and 
trampiration ot Tree C were markedly less throughout the 5eason than 
tho~e tor check Tree D; they were abo the lo,,·e~t ol all tree~ under study. 
Tree C was in poor condition in late July, 1941. 
Determinatiom of the rates ol apparent photo~ynthesis and transpi-
ration ol Tree E (water table at 20 inches) v1.·ere begun on July l, HJ:ll, 
and were compared with simultaneous determinations for check Tree D. 
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FIGURE 17.-Apparent photosynthesis and transpiration of Trees C (flooded) and 
D (check) during the summer of 1941. Note relatively low leaf activity 
of flooded Tree C throughout the summer. 
The results presented in Figure 18 show no consistent differences in the 
photosynthetic activity of the two trees, although check Tree D appeared 
to have showed greater fluctuations throughout the season. On September 
23, the rate of apparent photosynthesis of check Tree D was unusually 
low for no apparent reason. With two minor exceptions, check Tree E 
appeared to have a somewhat higher rate of transpiration throughout 
the season than check Tree D. 
DRY WEIGHTS OF FOLIAGE FROM TREES 
The relative sizes of the trees in the autumn of 1941 were indicated 
by the weights of their foliage. The oven dry weights of leaves stripped 
from each tree on November 14 were as follows: Tree A (10-inch water 
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table), 1900 gram~: Tree B (check), 1080 gnum: Tree C (floodcd ;\fay 1 
to June 8), 3i0 gram~: Tree D (check), li81 gramc,: and Tree E (~0-inch 
water table), 1290 gram:,. The rank of the tree~ on the ba~i~ ol their total 
leal areas on September 2:1 were in this :,ame order. 
The leave5 ol Tree C wc1e obviomly &mallel and lewcr than tho&c 
on other trees in the tc~>t. Tip lcave5 we1e frequently curled inwJ.rd and 
oecmed to be ol tougher duuarter than the leave5 on other trees. l\lauy 
oi the leave~ on Tree C turned ydlowish in .July, developed ~ome red-
dish diswlorations, and ab~>cised early. Foliage ol Trees .\, B, D, and E 
appeared similar to that ol other Stayman Winesap trees in the orchard 
throughout the season. 
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FIGURE 18.-Apparent photosynthesis and transpiration of Trees D (check) and E 
(20-inch water table) during the summer of 1941. Photosynthetic activ-
ity o{ Tree E did not differ consistently from that of check Tree D. 
Transpiration of Tree E, with two exceptions, was slightly lower than 
that of Tree D. 
Flowering. Flowering on all trees was sparse during the spring of 
1941; no records were kept. Less than a dozen fruits developed on any 
one tree. Three fruits on Tree A (10-inch water table) had water core. 
Fruits on Tree C (flooded May l to June 8, 1941) were small and un-
usually highly colored; they matured and dropped early. Tree E (20-inch 
water table) had no fruit. No winter injury was noticed on any of the 
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tree~ during the IY.U-·12 winter in spite ol tht: late and ~u(( ulent grmrth 
ol Tree , \. The tree> \\'ere Hot pruned. 
During the spring ol 19-12, the flower cluster> and average number 
ui flowers per cluoter were counted en 1\lay 5 and are prc»ented in Table 
2. Tree C developed an exceptionally large number ol flowers. 'I ree A 
also had a large number ol flowers, but this tree was relatively a much 
larger tree at this time than Tree C. Flowering of Tree E (20-inch water 
table) in 19-12 wa> intermedi;:te between Tree), Hand D (check). 
TABLE 2.-The Effects of Excess Soil Moisture During the 1941 Season on the Flower-
ing of Orchard Trees, ~lay 5, 1942. 
==== 
Total flower A vcrage flowers Total 
Tree Treatment in 1941 clusten per clustert flowers 
.01o. No . .01o. 
A 10-inch water table :\30 3.B2 2028 
B Check 70 4.75 333 
c Flooded May I to June 8 tl99 3.88 3483 
D Check 126 4.70 5!H 
E 20-inch water ta!Jie 69 !'i.45 37li 
Dern ed from counting !'iO random clu,ter~. 
Appar·ent Photosynthesis Dwing 19-12.2 Measurements of apparent 
photosynthesis were initiated on June 23, 1942, using the same pro-
cedure as followed the previous year. The treatments, likewise, were 
maintained during the 1942 season, except that Tree C was not flooded. 
Transpiration data were not obtained in 1942. Apparent photosynthesis 
of Tree A with one exception was higher during the season than that 
of check Tree B. Apparen! photosynthe>is of Tree C, on the unit-area 
basis, was, for the most part. higi-~er than that of its check Tree D. The 
photosynthetic level of Tree C was higher than in 1941 and could be 
considered approximately normal or about 12 milligrams of carbon 
dioxide absorbed per 100 square centimeters of leaf surface per hour 
(15). The apparent photosynthesis of Tree E was not consistently dif-
ferent than that of Tree D. The average rate of apparent photOS)nthesis 
on a unit-area basis during the 194.2 season for each tree may be ranked 
in decreasing order as follows: A, B, E, C, and D. Thus, the high water 
tables for Trees A and E did not seem to adversely affect apparent 
photosynthesis the second season of treatment. 
During 1942 there were no visible differences in character of ioliage 
of trees under study, except that the leaves of Tree C (Hooded May I to 
June 8, 1941) were obviously smaller in size and fewer in number. It 
was readily apparent, however, that the vigor of Tree C had improved 
2 The authors appreciate the assistance of Harry W. Ford, student assistant, in obtain-
ing photosynthesis and growth data for the !942 season. 
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over its 1941 condition, but it was still a weak tree. The usual seasonal 
foliage changes in color ancl dropping occurred simultaneously with all 
trees. 
Fzre Blight lnfectl(m. During June. 1942, it was evident that fire 
blight was more pronou1Ked on some trees than on others. One June 30, 
the number of shoots affected lrom fire blight and their total length was 
measured for each tree; the data are given in Table 3. Tree~ A .,ncl E 
with the highest water supply to the roots and most succulent growth 
showed the largest amount of fire blight; the weakened Tree C ~howcd 
the least. 
TABLE 3.-Relationship Between Incidtnce of Fire Blight and Soil Moistme Treat-
ments of Stayman Wim•sap Trees, June 30, 1942. 
T1ee and treatment Number of Total length 
shoots affected affected 
inches 
A (10-inch water table) 27 267 
B (check) 5 28 
c !flooded May 1 to June 8, 1941) 6 21 
D (check) 5 29 
E (20-inch water table) 10 166 
Fruit Set and Fruzt Harvested. Table 4 gives the fruit set for each 
tree on June 6, the fruit picked on September 22, and the average fresh 
weight ot the harvested fruits in 1942. While Tree C (flooded May I to 
June 8, 1941) had by far the greatest number of blossoms, it set the 
smallest percentage of fruit, which also were the smallest i11 size at 
maturity. Tree A (10-inch water table) showed heavy blosoming fol-
lowed by a fair set and maturity ot crop. Check Trees B and D and 
TABLE 4.-Flowering and Fruiting of Stayman Winesap Trees Under Different Soil 
Moisture Treatments, 1942. 
Set on June 6 
I 
Mature fru1t September 22 
Tree and Treatment Blossoms Average April 27 Percent Percent Number of Number of fresh 
blossoms blossoms .wei~ht m ems 
A (10-inch water table) 2028 118 5.8 77 3.8 184.1 
B (check) 333 !54 16.2 31 9.3 183.7 
C (flooded May 1 to 
June 8, 1941) 3483 62 1.8 8 0.2 106.8 
D (check) 594 95 16.0 55 
I 
9.3 166.4 
E (20-inch water table) 376 64 17.0 43 11.4 200.7 
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test Tree E (20-inch water table) were more or lc:.~ similar in their 
flowering and fruiting re~pome:.. Howe\er, Tree E showed tbe large&t 
percentage of flo·wers maturing fruit: abo, the individual ~itc of the iruit 
was the largest. 
The 1943 Season. No pruning was performed during the 1942-43 
winter. During the spring and summer of 1943, war conditions made it 
impossible to obtain skilled penonnel to make reliable mea:.urements. 
It was posible, however, to maintain Tree A with a 10-inch water table 
and Tree E with a 20-inch water table throughout the growing season. 
All trees passed through the winter of 1943-44 without pruning and 
without signs ol winter injury. 
Experiment Concluded zn 194-1. ln June, 1944, alter determining 
the amount of blossoming and fruit set, the tree& were removed and final 
data obtained on their physical differences. 
The number ol blossoms on l\fay l and the number oi young fruits 
developing on June 6 are given in Table 5. Tree A (10-inch water table) 
showed relatively heavy blossoming followed by a moderate ~et of 4.7 
percent, Tree C (flooded l\Iay 1 to June 8, 1941) showed moderate 
blossoming in 1944, but only 2 percent of the flowers set fruit. Tree E 
(20-inch water table) had a moderate number of blossoms followed by 
an unusually heavy set of 16.9 percent. Check Tree B had the smallest 
number of blossoms, but an appreciable set oi 10 percent on June 6, 
while the reverse occurred with check Tree D in which there were a large 
number of blo:.soms followed by 4.3 percent set. 
TABLE 5.-Flowering and Fruiting of &tayman Wine&ap Test Trees During the 1944 
Season. 
Fruit set on June 6 
Tree and Treatment Blossoms May 1 
·······1 ,, Percent of Number blossoms 
No. No. percent 
A (10-inch water table) 5624 264 4.7 
B (check) 549 55 10.0 
c (flooded May 1 to June 8, 1941) 888 18 2.0 
D (check) 4486 194 4.3 
E (20-inch water table) 1403 237 16.9 
The experimental trees were entirely stripped of their leaves be-
tween June 7 and 11. Fresh weights were obtained and 100 random 
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leaves from tach tree were laid aside for leaf area determinations. The 
remaining leaves were dried in a large, ventilated, steam-heated oven 
until constant in weig·ht. The total area of each I 00-lcaf sample was 
measured with an area photometer (built by American lnstrmm·nt Com-
pany), after which the dry weight of each sample was determined. The 
leaf ·area per unit dry weight was multiplied by the total dry weight of 
leaves in order to obtain the total leaf area on each tree. The rcsnlts are 
presented in Table 6, and ~llow that Tree A possessed the greatest total 
leaf area, check Tree B was next, followed in order by Trees E. D. and C. 
TABLE 6.-The Total Area and Weight of Le:lVes from Stayman Winesap Test Trees 
in June, 1944. 
Total Total I Dry weight [ Area of Total leaf Tree and Treatment fresh drv of 100 
weight weight 100 leaves leaves area 
gm. gm. gm. (sq. em.) (sq. meters) 
A (!0-inch water table) !0,601 5,200 13.13 1,857 73.54 
B (check) 8,399 3,990 11.38 1,964 68.86 
c (flooded May 1 to 
June 8, 1941) 5,380 1,985 14.03 2.022 28.61 
D (check) 7,877 3,010 12.07 1 ,5()3 38.98 
E (20-inch water table) 9,194 4,095 11.56 1,665 58.98 
Four soil samples were taken within each tree compartment in June, 
1944 to a depth of 30 inches, using a King soil tube. The borings were 
divided into the following depths: 0 to 10 inches, I0 to 20 inches, and 
20 to 30 inches. Duplicate samples were taken from the composites for 
TABLE 7.-The Moisture Equivalent at Different Depths of Brookston Clay Loam 
Soil Sampled in June, 194-i. 
Moisture equivalent 
Tree and treatment 
0 to 10 inches 10 to 20 inches 20 to 30 inches 
percent percent percent 
A (10-inch water table) ~1.0 21.8 25.1 
B (check) 23.6 23.2 26.8 
c !flooded May 1 to June 8, 1941) 22.6 24.0 'Z7.1 
D (check) 23.3 24.8 28.3 
E (20-inch water table) 23.7 24.6 27.5 
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moi~tnre-equivalent cleterminaticm. The results in Table 7 &how no con-
sistent differences in moisture equivalent between treatments. In gen-
eral, however, the moisture equivalents and, thus, the finene\S ol the 
soil increased slightly with depth of soil sample. 
The distribution of roots within each compartment was mapped 
by digging a trench 30 inches deep by 18 inches wide, and extendmg it 
lrom the tree trunk diagonally to the sheet metal Wll1L One side of the 
trench was sheared smo0th and crossmarked at intervals of 10 inches 
w1th a string. Roots were exposed along the walls by pricking the soil 
with an ice pick. The location and size of each root within a 10-inch 
square was marked on a sheet of paper of the same size. Root si1es were 
recorded within the following ranges: (I) Less than I mm. in diameter, 
(2) I to 5 mrn., (3) 5 to 10 mm., and (4) larger than 10 mm. Roots ol 
each tree, regardless of treatment, were well distributed over the profile. 
The high water tables for Trees A and E apparently did not aft.ect the 
mot distribution nor the size of the roots. Tree C (flooded May I to 
June 8, 1941) in comparison had a relatively scanty root system. 
After the tops of the trees had been removed and the root distri-
bution studie& completed, the entire root system of each tn.e was re-
moved. The roots were separated as larger or smaller than 5 mm. in 
diameter and oven dried. The results in Table 8 show that Tree 1\. had 
the greatest ury weight of roots, followed in order by Trees B, E. D, and 
C. It is also interesting to note that Trees A and E with the high water 
tables had considerably more small roots (less than 5 mm. in diameter) 
than the other three trees. 
Discussion. The effects of submerging the roots of a 5-year Stayman 
Winesap tree from May I to June 8, 1941, closely resembled the effects 
obtained with similarly tre<•ted potted trees, as discussed in the fore-
section of thi~ paper. The small amount of gro·wth and the low rates ol 
apparent photo~ynthesis and transpiration were probably cau~ed by re-
duced root respiration as ·l result of the waterlogging treatment. Although 
the experiment does not indicate what the effects of floodin~ might be 
at 5ome other time of year, there can be no doubt of the severe injury 
and retardation which followed submersion of the roots during blossim-
ing and early leaf development. The large number of blossoms that ap-
peared in the spring of 1942, one year after treatment, indicated a dis-
ruption in the translocation system of the tree which resembled that 
caused by bark ringing of an apple tree trunk. It is probable that the 
translocation of carbohydrates and other materials was inhibited to such 
an extent by root submersion that they accumulated in the aboveground 
portion of the tree and were at least partly responsible for the excessive 
flower-bud differentiation. On the other hand, nutrient elements, 
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particularly nitrogen, were probably not available in ~uflicient quanti-
ties at the time of fruit set in 19·12 and thus, only a fmall percentage of 
TABLE 8.-The Dry Weights 9f Large and Small Roots of Orchard Test Trees, 
July, 1944. 
Tree and treatment 
Dry weight of roots 
Small'"' Largett Total 
gm. gm. gm. 
A (10-inch water table) 4,017 8,800 12,817 
B (check) 3,065 9,225 12,290 
C (flooded May I to June 8, 1941) \,!'i61 2,725 4.286 
D (check) 2,726 6,233 8,959 
E (20-inch water table) 4,373 7,757 12,030 
•• Lesn than two centimeters in diametet. 
tt Larger than two centimeters in diameter. 
the blossoms developed into fruits. Also, the scanty root system of the 
flooded tree undoubtedly lacked the capacity to supply adequate water 
for fruit enlargement in addition to other growth requirements. In 
general, the behavior of the flooded Tree C was typical of many com-
mercial orchard trees subjected to poor &oil drainage conditions. 
The vigorous response of Tree A and Tree E to the h1gh water 
tables of 10 and 20 inches, respectively, was somewhat surprising. Both 
trees were unquestionably stimulated by such treatment; there were no 
signs of retardation of growth at any time. Several reasons may be sug-
gested as to why the trees were not injured over the 3-year period of 
treatment. First, the water mpplied to these trees in rather large and 
continuous quantities may have contained considerable dissolved oxygen, 
inasmuch as it was supplied by a high-pressure irrigation pump. The 
situation in general was probably comparable with conditions in an 
apple orchard in England observed by Rogers (16). He noted that 
sturdy trees had developed with most of their roots submerged much 
of the time in clear running water of a nearby creek and concluded that 
the required amount of oxygen apparently was dissolved in the fresh 
water. However, this explanation does not hold for Tree C which was 
flooded from May 1 to June 8, 1941. 
Another possible explanation for the above situation is that the 
roots above the water table functioned under the rather ideal conditions 
of sub-irrigation. Thus, the roots never lacked a supply of water and 
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were continually able to supply unlimited quantities to the tops, result-
ing in vigorous vegetative gro'wth. 'With such provisions, the foliage 
performed >veil and supposedly supplied adequate synthesized food 
materials to the roots submerged below the water table which, at least, 
obtained sufficient oxygen in the water to perform a satisfactory rate of 
respiration. The situation seems analagous to that observed by the junior 
author (White) in his father's orchard. There was a low area in which 
the water stood within one foot of the soil surface. Apple trees planted 
at the u~ual depth failed to survi\ e more than one or two seasons in this 
area. On the other hand, trees were vigorous and productive when 
planted in the same area on large mounds of soil I y2 to 2 feet abo"Ve the 
general soil level. In later years, there was occasion to remove some of the 
established trees and it was presumed that they would be shallow-rooted, 
but this was not the case. Roots of these trees were found to penetrate 
to a depth of 3 to 4 feet or below the mual water table. Thus, these 
trees, as in the experiment discussed above, were evidently functioning 
largely with the root system in the uppc:r soil horizon and, in addition, 
were supplied with a plentiful supply of moisture from the lower roots. 
In this connection, it may be of interest to note, also, a suggested 
practice for planting a cherry or peach tree in backyard gardens where 
drainage conditions may not be particularly favorable (1 ). Both of these 
fruits are known to be easily damaged by excess soil moisture. The sug-
gestion is that the soil be mounded I y2 to 2 feet and about 15 feet 
across at the base where the tree will be planted. Trees so-planted often 
succeed and fruit well where other trees planted on neighboring sites 
without such soil preparation may fai1 completely. 
From results reported in thic paper, it appears that complete sub-
mergence of the root system of a fruit tree for several days or weeks is a 
most important factor governing tree injury. 
SUMMARY · 
I. Laboratory and greenhouse experiments were conducted to de-
termine the effects of root submersion on apparent photosynthesis, respi-
ration, and transpiration o£ the leaves of potted Stayman Winesap apple 
trees. In some cases, respiration of the roots was determined. 
2. Transpiration and apparent photosynthesis of potted apple trees 
were reduced within 2 to 29 days, usually within 2 to 7 days, after the 
roots were submerged. In some cases, transpiration and apparent photo-
synthesis were stopped with continued root submersion. 
3. Leaf temperature and stomatal behavior could not be corre-
lated with the low leaf activity resulting from root submersion. 
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L App<uent re'>piration ol the leaves wa> increa&ed within about 
two day~ after submen,ion ol the root~. \Vhen water wa~ drained lrnm 
the soil, the rate ol respiration returned to ncar prc-tre,ttmem level. 
5. Leave~ from ~ubmerged tree5 contained less water and le~s abh 
per unit ol leaf mrlace than leave5 1rom check trees. 
6. Root respiration studie5 were (Onducted on young apple tree~ 
growing in the greenhouse in stone crocks containing pea-sw~d gravel 
and supplied with nutrient 5olution. The crocks were made airtight 
and the root systems lorced to reutiliLe the same air lor several day~, 
thus resembling poor soil drainage and poor aeration under field con-
ditions. After I to 4 days under these conditions, root respiration began 
to &how a decrease which continued lor several days until the oxygen 
of the surrounding air was reduced to I to 2 percent and the carbon 
dioxide increased to between 8 and 10 percent. Trees under these con-
ditions developed leaf and shoot characteri&tics similar to those with 
roots submerged in water for 5everal day&. 
7. Development ol new roots and the formation ol root hair& were 
inhibited by ~ubmersion of the root system. 
8. When root& of a 5-year Stayman Winesap tree were 5ubmerged 
in the orchard from l\Iay 1 to June 8, I 941, there were mark eel reduc-
tions in apparent photosynthesis and transpiration for the balance ol 
the growing season. Flowering was exceptionally heavy in the sprmg of 
1942, but fruit set was light. Apparent photosynthesis per unit leaf area 
of this tree (C) was relatively higher in 1942 than in 19H. Rate ol 
development of leaves, shoots, and roots on this tree were greatly re-
tarded during the 3-year test period. 
9. Tree symptoms caused by root submersion under controlled or 
field conditoins were as follows: Yellowish-green small leaves with mar-
ginal and tip burning, dropping early; weak &hoot growth, ceasing elon-
gation early in the season; light green to yellowish bark; foliage thin 
and limited; and heavy blossoming followed by a light set with fruits 
dropping early. 
10. The maintenance of water tables in the orchard at 10 and 20 
inches below the soil surface for three g-rowing seasons had no detri-
mental effect on apparent photosynthesis and transpiration of Stayman 
Wine&ap trees. Flowering and fruiting were moderate to heavy and 
growth was vigorous. Root studies in 1944 showed good root distribution 
and development to a depth of 30 inches. It was concluded that roots 
above the water tables lunctioned under more or less ideal sub-irrigation 
conditions. Roots below the water table evidently received adequate food 
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materiab irom the tops and ~ufl:icient oxygen dis~olved in the continually 
changing water to carry on adeqwHe re~piration and growth. 
II. The data indicate that ~ubmergence of the entire root sy5tem 
of an apple tree for several clays to a lew >veeh, particularly during 
blossoming and leaf expamion, may prove extremely harmful, whereas 
submergence ol only the lower portion of the root ~y~tem may not be 
detrimental. Results of the orchard experiment may account in part for 
the fact that lruit trees may survive and produce satislactorily in poorly 
drained areas, provided they are planted on mounds. 
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